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Although often considered trading folklore, many penny stock traders believe that market makers (MM) signal their actions in advance by making small purchases or sales to indicate their intentions to other market makers. These trading signals are always small amounts of shares often totaling no more than $5 or $10 leading many traders believe that these trades have been
accepted by market makers because they do not believe that any common trader will intentionally pay a commission on such small amounts of shares, in that the commission for these supposed signals of the market maker in many cases will cost more than the trading itself. The signals are believed to link from one market maker to another. Our platinum membership subscribers
used the information we provided on the stock to see many of their picks get over 100-1000%. Find out more about how they used our information to see these achievements on our last page of the winning election. And be sure to review our curated list of signals commonly used by market makers below. List of Signals Market Maker 1. 100 - I need shares. 2. 200 - I need stocks
bad, but don't take the stock down. 3. 300 - Take (or I take) shares down at least 30% so I can load the stock. 4. 400 - Keep trading aside. 5. 500 - Gap shares. The gap can be up or down, depending on the direction of the 500 signal. 6. 505 - I'm missing out on stock 7. 600 - Apply resistance on ASK to keep the price from rising. 8. 700 - Move the price up. 9. 777 - Also
recognized as a signal to move the price up. 10. 800 - Preparing for an increase in trading volume. 11. 900 - Allow the stock to float and trade freely. 12. 911 - Waiting for news /press release on the way 13. 1000 - Don't let him run 14. 2100 - Let it © 2020 DawgTrading.com DISCLAIMER: Futures, stocks, options, and all asset classes and trading in any such financial instrument
includes a substantial risk of loss and is not suitable for every investor. Valuation classes of trading and investment assets can fluctuate, and as a result clients may lose more than their initial investment. The impact of seasonal and geopolitical events is already taken into account in market prices. The highly leveraged nature of futures trading means that small market movements
will have a big impact on your trading account and this can work against you, leading to big losses or may work for you, leading to big profits. If the market moves against you, you can withstand a total loss greater than the amount you deposited on your account. You are responsible for all the risks and financial resources you use and for your chosen trading system. You should
not participate in trading if you do not fully understand the nature of the trades that you enter into and the extent of your exposure to loss. If you do not fully understand these risks, you seek independent advice from your financial adviser. Any trading strategies, information or messages are used at their own risk and DawgTrading.com DawgTrading.com its users are not
responsible for the loss of your personal assets and/or money, nor are they responsible for any loss and/or harm to physical and/or mental well-being. Market makers play a key role in facilitating the stock market as we know it, and play a particularly important role in unrevolutive markets where individual trades can be quite large. However, by facilitating trading, market makers
may also have some unexpected consequences for betting or asking the share price. In this article we will cover the folklore signals of the market maker and take a look at some real trading signals that are caused by market makers. What is a market maker? A market maker is usually a bank, brokerage, or other institutional investor who makes the market for stocks by buying or
selling in response to orders. Thanks to market makers, you can buy and sell shares even if there is no appropriate seller or buyer lined up at the current market price. Market makers quote bets and ask for the prices and volumes of shares they are willing to buy and sell at any time. Typically, they can buy and sell at least 100 shares in any trade, but the volume of shares can grow
to tens of thousands for larger transactions. Market makers make their money on the spread between bidding prices and can quickly earn thousands of dollars from the spread for large trades or for stocks with high trading volumes. Market maker SignalsMarket Signal Maker is something of an urban legend among traders. Instant messaging among market-makers about deals in
line for execution is prohibited by the SEC for preventing insider trading. Market makers get around this - so the theory goes - by buying or selling shares of pennies and micro-cap stocks with a step of several hundred shares at a time. For example, an order for 100 shares may signal to other market makers that the issuer wants to buy a much larger number of shares in this stock.
An order for 300 shares may indicate to other market makers that the share price should be knocked down so that the shares can be bought from frightened sellers. These signals are clear to other market makers because the value of traded shares is less than the commission required to place a trade. Orders of several hundred shares of penny stocks probably don't come from
retail investors. However, take it all with a grain of salt. There's relatively little evidence that the market maker's signals are real. Real market maker Signals To pay attention to Why do you believe in the signals of the market maker, market makers can play games with the market in order to increase their own profits. The ripples that market makers cause for bidding and ask prices
are real, although they are usually limited to penny stocks and micro-caps. Managing Market MakersOne thing traders should pay attention to when trading penny stocks in revolutionary markets is whether a single controls most of the order flow. It's probably a sign that The market maker fills out a large order, and can artificially keep the bid or ask the price to be consistent for
most of the day, only buying or issuing shares at a certain price. The purpose of this for the market maker is that it allows them to successfully fill out a large limit order. In this case, the market maker suppresses or inflates the share price - right down to their big trade is almost over. Once the order is complete, prices can move sharply to respond to the offer and ask prices from
around the market for that promotion. Fake Order SizeMarket manufacturers can also trick the market by issuing an order that is more or less than the number of shares they really want to buy or sell. As an example, say, a market maker issues an order to sell 10,000 shares, but actually has 100,000 shares for sale. In this case, they could keep the share price artificially high for
most of the trade without letting on the fact that the market would soon be flooded with stocks. Fake orders In the same vein, market makers can artificially push prices around by introducing fake orders. For example, a market maker orders the purchase of 100,000 shares, but withdraws the order only after the purchase of 10,000 shares. In this case, the market maker can
temporarily move the stock price up and create a larger spread in the process. The Signals of the Manufacturer ConclusionMarket may or may not be real, but that does not mean that market makers cannot influence the prices of penny stocks and microca cap. However, it is important not to be too concerned about market tactics that push stock prices around. By taking
responsibility for your own trading and focusing on a profitable strategy, you can largely shield yourself from any shenanigans that market makers might cause. Many traders believe that market makers will signal moves in advance, using a small number of purchases or sales as signals. Signals from one market maker to another. 100 I need shares. 200 I need stocks bad, but don't
take stocks down. 300 Take (or I take) the price down so I can load the stock 400 Keep trading aside. 500 Gap shares. This is a theory put forward by a lot of penny stocks and no penny stock traders. This is not a guaranteed trading method, but may give some insight into the market maker's connection. It may pay to watch a few market makers from your favorite stocks in a few
days or weeks to see if they follow some similar signals. So you can guess what they are going to do and jump ahead of any step that may come. Another SEPTUPLE REKR (Nasdaq) Profiled - $0.70 Hit $5.00 For 600% profit for a few weeks FalconStocks.com100% Unbiased Personally, I worked on the Nasdaq Market Maker desk of a large firm, and while the people I worked
with did not use any like the ones above, they knew what some other MMs were going to do by watching them move bets and asks. One example: During the very of Dot.Com, after several years as a trader for the private client group (insiders), I was able to slide to the Nasdaq table to learn from a few market makers. When I first sat with one of the MMs, he had a small order from
a retail broker. At the same warehouse, he pointed to another market-makers to ask and said: See what? He threw his ask and shows 1000 shares. He's a buyer too. What can I say? - It wasn't even a minute later that bets from online brokers (retail investors and day traders who were all over the place at the time) fell lower after its 1,000 share ask was shown. Once rates all fell,
requests from other MMs and internet brokers all fell below it. He then bought thousands of shares about $0.25 lower than where the bid was before his fake ask - at $7 a share. THE MM I sat with also bought 1000 shares at this slightly lower price. He placed shares of that broker for his client at the original, higher price, which was the marginal price for the order. Is that $0.25? He
has to keep that for himself - a quick profit of $250, just watching another MM take the price down. Why signals? Why not just a message or an email? One simple reason... call/email one or more other market makers and tell them to take the price down or I'm going to break the stock will be 100% ILLEGAL. Conspiracy at its best. If caught, handcuffs can replace their Rolex for a
trip to the city center. We worked on over-the-counter/agency (Nasdaq and OTC-BB) desks and worked with many actual market makers. We can attest that many market makers will use certain signals. Some will use fake bets/offers to trick individual investors and day traders. They are still responsible for these bids/offers and will have to buy or sell there if their bid or offer is hit,
but they are after those to let others think they have an order and do not want to buy or sell there. We DARE you! - Compare our track record when 100 actually means 25,000 when viewing large stocks, market makers from large firms often bet on 100 shares when they actually want a few thousand shares. Market makers are in the game to make money as well as fulfill orders for
their firm's customers. If you see a huge bid or ask - thousands of shares where it's not usual, it's often fake. That is, they really don't want to execute this trade, but are actually trying to scare others and move the stock in the opposite direction that their bid or ask would indicate. If the stock happens to trade closer and closer to this larger rate or ask, tend to disappear. Smaller
stocks and penny stocks abound with this kind of dishonest manipulation in over-the-counter markets. Market makers will almost never show their hand so that others know what order they are working. For example The market maker of a large firm receives an order to buy 25,000 shares at the $5.00 limit for an institutional client. He will never bet on all 25,000. It will place 100 or
200 shares of shares at $5.00 or lower. Why? If the market maker puts all 25,000 shares on the auction at $5.00, another marketmaker with shares on sale could hit that bid and sell it all for $5.00. Trade is over; The bidding market maker just bought all 25,000 at $5.00. However, using smaller rates and some patience usually means that it can get stocks a little cheaper. With a
25,000 order, a difference of just a few cents can result in thousands of dollars. The market maker with the offer will only put up 100-200 to see if any fish bite. If they do, he'll remember who sold him those and move his bid to $4.95, $4.90, etc. and see if he can get more out there. If it does, great, it will continue to run the price down as far as it can go to get the stock as cheap as
possible. Perhaps he now has 25,000 shares with an average price of $4.80. Now that the market maker has 25,000 shares, he can sell them to his client for $4.90. At $4.90, the customer is happy because he would have paid up to $5.00 and the market maker is happy because he sold the stock to the customer $0.10 higher than it cost him and he made a tidy profit of
$2,500.Market makers almost never place bets or ask for more than just a few hundred shares no matter how great their true need. So if you see a market maker from a large firm placing a bet on 500 shares, then there are usually thousands of shares for that. Unless it sells signals, and not sells only shares. Visit our homepage for more information! More!
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